Soccer shoe models are regularly introduced and retired, so this is not an exhaustive list of all kangaroo leather (also known as k-leather) models available to shoppers. To determine if a particular shoe contains kangaroo, you can ask the salesperson and examine the shoe and box for tags and labels. Please let the store know of your decision to purchase cleats that do not harm animals – choose synthetic materials like mesh, knit and faux leather (the more sustainable materials, the better).

Most of the shoes listed here are firm ground (FG) models intended for natural grass and field/turf play. Occasionally a shoe model comes in other versions that might include artificial grass (AG), multi-ground (MG), soft ground (SG), indoor (IC) and street/turf (TF). Typically the same material is used in these other versions (but be sure to confirm).

Don’t Buy These Kangaroo Skin (K-Leather) Soccer Shoes

NO BUY LIST
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info@KangaroosAreNotShoes.org

*Prior model, still available ** Special edition